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the Need for a Penitentiary, 1830-1834
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ABSTRACT

Over the years numerous studies have focused on explaining the emergence of
the penitentiary in nineteenth century Ontario. The routine question
addressed in these studies is that of why Umer Canadians enacted legislation
in the 1830's to provide for the construction of a penitentiary based an the
Auburn model. While the accounts historians have offered of the circumstances
that led to this decision differ in other respects, they commonly agree that
Upper Canadians living in the 1830's began to view crime as a serious
problem, and that they saw the construction of an Anturnmmodel penitentiary
as an important part of the solution to this problem. This paper offers an
alternative account of the circumstances that led to the establishment of an
Auburn-model penitentiary in Upper Canada. This account highlights the
qpposing views Upper Canadians expressed about the "success" of American
penitentiaries, and the outcome of the politics of penal reform in the
1830's. Although other unique circumstances also contributed to the direction
taken by the development of the penitentiary in Upper Canada, this
investigation shows that the acceptance of the penitentiary among Upper
Canadians was most importantly - the result of conflict and compromise between
the advocates of reform and their opponents.
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Over the years several attempts have been made ty historians to unravel
the reasons for the emergence of the penitentiary in nineteenth century
Ontario (Baehre, 1977; Bellamo, 1972; Beattie; 1977; Splane, 1965; Taylor,
1979). The routine question addressed in these studies is that of why

legislation was enacted in Upper Canada in the 1830's to provide funding for
the construction of a provincial penitentiary at Kingston. While the
interpretations that historians have offered of the social forces that gave
rise to this decision differ in other respects, they commonly agree that
Upper Canadians living in the 1830's came to view crime as a serious social
problem, and that the construction of an Auburn-model penitentiary was part
‘et

of the solution they came up with for dealing with the problem. The other
part of the solution rested in the reform of the criminal law. In the same
year that the legislature of Upper Canada enacted legislation to authorize
the construction of a provincial penitentiary at Kingston (3rd William IV,
chap. XLIV, 1833), legislation was enacted to reduce the number of crimes
punishable by capital punishment, and to substitute sentences of imprisonment
at hard labour fran many former capital offences (3rd William, chap. IV,
1833).

The conclusions arrived at in these earlier studies have tended to be
accepbadwithout question by Canadian criminologistsiAlo have displayed a

passing interest in the history of criminal justice and corrections. For
instance, while acknudledging that much remains to be learned about the
development of corrections in the various Canadian provinces, the authors of
recent Canadian textbooks in the field nonetheless rely uncritically on
earlier accounts of the nineteenth century Ontario experience (cf. Ekstedt
1
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and Griffiths, 1988; Griffiths and VerdunnJones, 1989). Even though most of
the studies that have focused on accounting for the emergence of the Kingston

penitentiary were published more than a decade ago, Canadian criminologists
have yet to seriously question the explanations that have been offered by

Upper Canadian historians of the penitentiary.
Wine Canadian criminologists have tended to uncritically accept the
accounts offered lby historians who have examined the correctional history of
varicus Canadian provinces, the work of leading foreign "revisionist"

(Foucault, 1977; Ignatieff, 1978; 1981; Rothman, 1971, 1980) and
"neo-revisionist" (Beattie, 1986; Davis, 1984; DeLacy, 1986; Garland, 1985)

historians of criminal justice reform suggests that a fundamental
reexamination of all facets of Canadian correctional history is in order. In
relation specifically to the study of the Upper Canadian egperience, the work
of these investigators suggests the need for questioning the camman

assumptions reflected in the accounts offered by earlier historians. One
common feature of the accounts offered byname:historians of the Upper
Canadian experience is their assumption that the factors that led Upper
Canadians to build a penitentiary and reform the criminal law can be found in
events and circumstances of the early 1830 , s; the most important of these
being the massive increase in immigration to the province, and the consequent
graving concern with the problem of crime. Another cam= feature of these
accounts is their assumption that the nove toward penal reform in the 1830's
was a "pcpulara movement that stemmed fram the widespread acceptance of the
view that existing methods of preventing and controlling crime were no longer
effective, and the new "penal reasures" were urgently needed. A third, more

implicit, common feature of these accounts is the sparse attention they give
2

to identifying precisely who led the n ove tard penal reform in Upper
Canada, and who, if anyone, opposed it.
pctentially problematic nature of the accounts offered by Upper
Canadian historians of the penitentiary becomes clear when we lock:at the
different lines of historical inquiry that have been pursed by leading
"revisionist" and "neo-revisionist" investigators who have examined the
direction taken by criminal justice and social welfare reform developments in
other countries. In his path-breaking studies of the "discovery of the
asylum" in Jacksonian America and the direction taken by criminal justice,
mental health and childwelfare reforme in the "Progressive era," Rothman
(1971, 1980) offers critical insights into the factors that should be taken
into account in attempting to explain the emergence of new nineteenth century
state control institutions like the penitentiary, and analogous changes in
the character of daerlantmachmaimns of social control. Most notably,
«

Rothman's (1971, 1980) studies point cut the importance of exploring data
bearing an the interrelatedness of the origins of parallel state institutlans
of control, the effect that national and regionally-specific Indiggnggg
circumstances and ideas have in giving rise to changes in social control, and
the possible scurces of oppositian that emerge in reaction to and effect the
cutcome of efforts made at bringing about specific well-intended
"humanitarian" reforme. Like Rothman (1971), in his study of the move toward
penal reform in England, Ignatieff (1978) examines the rise of the
penitentiary within the context of major historical shifts that affected
English society between the late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth century.
hile concerns withthe morality and effectiveness of existing punishment
alternatives provided the impetus for penal refunn in late-eighbaenth century
3
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England, these concerns, in Ignatieff's view, do not explain haw the
penitentiary came to be accepted as a rational solution to the problem of
crime. Instead, Ignatieff argues that in order to adequately account for the
rise of the penitentiary in England, one nust examine the interrelated
ideological, political, and economic factors that inspired the n ovent

toward penal reform. While sharing notable similarities with the work of
other leading "revisionist" historians of the penitentiary, Ibucault's (1977)
account suggests the need for an even more encompasehlghistorical analysis.
In pointing to the dispersal of "disciplinary power" throughout the entire
fabric of society as a major factor involved in the birth of the prison in
France and other western EUrope countries, Foucault (1977) brings into
serious question the extenttowhich the state may be viewed as a dominant
vehicle for exerting "social control." Mbst significantly, Fbucault's (1977)
analysis suggests that in any attempt thatinight be rnade to explain the
emergence of new nineteenth century state coercive control institutions like
the:penitentiary, cale must also investigate the extent to which
nctimgcmernrnental, and often less-coercive, agencies sudh as the family, the
'church, and private charitable organizations, continued to play a role in
exerting control over the deviant and depenzlent in the period coincidirq with
and following the advent of new state-smparted coercive control
institutions.
Anbng acre recent "neo-revisionist" investigators who have drawn
critically on writings of Rothman, Ignatieff, and Foucault, the work. of
Garland (1985) is most notable. In his study of changes in the charter of
British "penalty" between thenineteenth and twentieth century, Garland
(1985) points to the need for overcoming the tendency (reflected in the work
4
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of leading revisionist authors) of focusing an explaining apparent major
changes in social control, at the expense of examining elements of historical
continuity in the manner in Idlich contrcl was exerted over the deviant and

dependent. Garland (1985) recognizes that the:beginning of the twentieth
cenburywi=m19ad various elements coma together to give rise to the
development of "new" strategies for ccping with the criminal and the poor.
Unlike earlier revisionist authors, however, Garland (1985: 162) investigates
the "fragmentary" and "increnental" nature of these changes, and the extent
to which they were the product of stzuggle, resistance, and compromise, on
the part of reformers and their opponents. While the emergence of these new
penal and public welfare strategies marked a significant change in the
character of dcminant mechanisms of ccntrol, Garland (1985: 5) acknpwledges
that the ni "structure of modern penalty" that emerged in Britain did not
represent "same kid of total rupture in which the previcus practices
altogether disappeared to be replaced by an array of newly-invented
institutions carrying no trace cf their past." On: the cantrary, he points cut
that "many of the sanctions, institutions, and practioe3idhich existedwithin
the (nineteenthoedial) Victorian system still survive and play an important
role in the :axle= (penal-welfare) complex." In discussing the specific types
of instituticns and practices that played a role in exerting control over the
criminal and the poor durieg the Victorian era, Garland (1985: 36-70), unlike
earlier revisicnist authors, points to the interdependent co-existenOe of
various state and non-state agencies of control.
This paper attempts to develop a more adequate account of the factors
associatedwith the emergence of the penitentiary in nineteenth century Upper
Canada. It does this by undertaking an historical inquiry directed at
5

exploring data mimes that bear cm questions abcut rise of the penitentiary
raised in the work of leading "revisionist,' and "neo-revisionisto historians
of penal reform. /*lost importantly, the work of these investigators exjgests
the need for an account of the Upper Canadian experience that encaopasses a
closer investigation of: (1) the broader macro-historical context within
which Upper Canadian penal reform developments were situated; (2) the extent
to which penal reform develciments of the 1830's reflected elenent_s of
historical continuity in the manner in social control was exerted over the
Upper Canadian population; and (3) the nature and artccee of the politics of
penal reform in Upper Canada in the 1830's. Most significantly, this paper is
concerned with shaving haw having a lo-rowleige of these overlooked aspects of
the Upper Canadian experience alters air understanding of the circumstances
that led Upper Canadians to build an Auturn-mcdel penitentiary.
FREVICIE ACCOnurs OF 'IHE ORIGINS OF TRE RINGSBUI PENTIUM:Ale
Historians provide a matron description of the ciramistances that led to
the founding of the Kingstcn penitentiary. According to this accepted view,
the rove toward penal reform was led ty H.C. Ilbanscn, the publisher of the
Kingstcn-based IlpsexQpâçkliel, and a "moderate Reform" member of the
House of Asserbly frcer 1825 urrtil bis death in 1834. As early as 1826,
'Manson introduced a motion in the Harse of Assembly in Ulich he called upon
the legislature to ccnsider the idea of ccnstructing a penitentiary. Although
a caomittee was appointed to look into the matter, the idea was dropped and
nothing happened until 1830, when Thcescn introduced a similar nuticn calling
for the creaticn of a penitentiary (Baehre, 1977: 189; Taylor, 1979: 386).
why Upper
.
Upcn re-introducing the matter in 1830, Thconson's views ccncerning

Canada needed a penitentiary were formally accepted and acted cn. In 1831,
Thanson, who had already visited a number of penal institutions in Britain
arri the United States, was made chairman of a select camaittee appointed to
inquire into "the prcpriety of establishing a penitentiary" in Upper Canada.
The prelirainary report of the select caanittee was issued within a month of

its having been appointed. In the report, Thomscn outlined the major reasons
he felt that Upper Canada needed a penitentiary, and expressed his view on
what he thought should be its primar/ objectives. In essence, 'Manson
reported that he endorsed the penitentiary because he felt that it wcuLd
serve as a more effective deterrent to crime than eithP...r ex:Lsting carnally
used punishment alternatives - like fines, 'whipping, banishment, and
imprisonment in district jails - or the often unrealized threat of the death
penalty (13eattie, 1977: 80-86) . In 1832, Thaason, along with John Macaulay, a
well-known "ardent Tory" and member of the governing "Family Caupact" at
Kingston (Baehre, 1977: 191), were appointed as caanissicners responsible for
procuring plans and estimates for building a penitentiary, and gathering
information on the system of management to be adopted in the institution. In
carrying cut their mandate, lhaason arbd Macaulay visited several penal
institutions in the north-eastern United States, and returned from their tour
convinced that the system of prison discipline employed in the penitentiary
at Auburn, Ned York, shaild be adopted in the institution proposed for Upper
Canada (Beattie, 1977: 86-96; Taylor, 1979: 387-389). Acting on
recannendations contained in their report, in 1833 the House of Assembly
enacted legislation providing 12,500 pcunds over three years to meet the cost
of building a penitentiary, and appointed Thomson, Macaulay, and Henry Smith
as commissioners to purchase the building site and oversee its ccnstruction.
7

Although providing a common description of the immdiate circumstances
and events that led to the founding of the Kingston penitentiary, historians
have offered different accounts of the social forces that gave impetus to
penal reform. In his study of c aning attitudes tard crime and punishment
in the 1830's, Bellow (1972) argues that the major factor underlying the
:awe toward establishing a penitentiary in Upper Canada was the "fear of
growing disorder," and the perceived threat to traditional social values
posed by the "influx of criminal elements" to the province. According to
Bellamo (1972: 16), with the massive increase in immigration to Upper canada

in the 1830's, a "collective alarm" permeated society over the unprecedented
"increase in crime." Drawing an reports of criminal trials that suggested an
increase in the severity of punishments imposed on individueln convicted of
assault in the 1830's, . Bellow claims that Upper Canadians perceived that
\.‘ï

there was a dramatic increase in violent crime and that this increase led
judges to begin imposing more severe prison sentences an convicted offenders.
In turn, this led to the serious overcrowding of district jails, and a
growing recognition ce the need for more effective methods to deter violent
criminal behavior. Bellomo (1972: 16) concludes that Upper Canadians'
perceptions of the growing incidence of violent crime, caffibinewith the
overcrowding of district jails that resulted from judges imposing hareher
sentences, %lade the construction of a penitentiary a legislative priority."
Baehre (1977) offers a somewhat different account of the circumstances

that motivated Upper Canadians to undertake the construction of a
peniterrtiary. Although recognizing that the deplorable state of the district

jails was a cause of public concern in Upper canada, Baehre argues that this
concern was not the only factor that led Upper Canadian penal reformers to

mave toward establishing a penitentiary. More importantly, Baehre (1977: 189,
207) contends, the impetus toward penal reform in Upper Canada stemmed from

the rove that was already underway to reform the criminal law in England, and
"the 'discovery' of the penitentiary in the United States." Specifically,
Baehre argues that while the "ideological origins" of the penitentiary nwere

rooted in the reforms of the English criminal law in the 1830's," the
specific features cf the penitentiary system that developed in Upper Canada
was more importantly influenoedbypenal reform developments that were
occurring in the United States, especially at Auburn and Philadelphia.
Ccntrary to Bellamo's (1972) argument that the penitentiary was established

first and foremost as a deterrent to violent crime, Baèhre contends that,
from the onset, the penitentiary was intended as a vehicle for bringing about
the "moral reformation" of the crinànal offender. Fallowing closely on the
Anturnnodel, Upper Canadian penal reformers set about establiShing a

penitentiary system that wculd work to bring about the "moral refonnation" of
criminal offenders through requiring than to engage in "hard labour,"
"preserveumbroken silence," and yield ',perfect obedience and submission to

their keepers" (Ibid.: 199). According to Baehre (1977) and other historians
(Beattie, 1977; Taylor, 1979), the decision that penal reformers made to opt
for the Auburn =lei, also stemmed from their optimisticview that the
employment of convicts at hard labcur wculd make the penitentiary financially
self-sufficient, and possibly even be a source of added revenue for the
province.
Beattie (1977) offers anather view of the circumstances that gave
impetus to penal reform. Unlike Bellamo (1972), Beattie (1977: 1) argues that
although "serious offences" were uncommon in the 1830's, Upper Canadians
9

nonetheless felt that crime was a "serious problem." Mbre specifically,
Beattie (1977: 2) claims that to "the men who shaped and administered the
laws" of Upper Canada, criminality "provided evidence of much: deeper and more
serious evils...evils that threatened the moral and social fabric of society,
and that called for powerful neasures of defence." Moreover, he (1977: 6)
argues that for "those who controlled the criminal justice system," "serious
offences" included not only crimes against the person, but also, and more
significantly, the wide range of property crimes sudh as arson, robbery, and
theft. Beattie contends that, as in England, the criminal law of Upper Canada
was primarily œncerned with the protection of property, and that in the
1830's 'Upper Canadians increasingly came to believe that "a large proportion

of crimes against propexte were being commitbadby a "criminal class" made
up oeidle "vagrants and fcreignere'whowere "similarly detached from the
community" and "similarly feared and distrusted." Since the essence of the
criminal law was the:protection of property, and the existing system of
"terror by «aurae" appeared to be failing to deter crime, Upper Canadians
penal reftruers began seardhing for an alternative solution. At the same
time, in the 1830's "the reform of the criminal came to be seen as the key to
the future stability of society." As a result of their perception of the
serious problem of property crime, and the growing belief In the importance
of the "moral reformation" of criminal offenders, Upper Canadians rowed
toward building a penitentiary. In essence, Beattie (1977: 12-13) concludes
that Upper Canadian penal reformers believed that the penitentiary's ability
to promote "internal discipline and gocd work habits would succeed in
protecting property frua the envy of the lower orders where the horLul of
the gallows failed."
10

The common impression left by- historians is that Upper Canadians viewed
the penitentiary as a solution to the problem of crime. Another feature of
their accounts is the impression they give that the move toward penal reform
was a "populae'movement that stemmed from the widespread acceptance of the
view- that earlier methods of dealing with crime were no longer effective. A
third, more implicit, feature of these accounts is the sparse attention they
give to identifying precisely who led the nove toward penal reform in Upper
Canada. One important exception to this is the recent work of Peter Cliver
(1984, n.d.). 1

In his unpublishedwork. an the history of collections in Upper Canada,
Oliver (n.d) raises serious questions about the plausibility of earlier
accounts of the origins of the Kingston penitentiary. Contrary to Bellamo's
(1972) claim thatlApper Canadians were motivated to tuild a penitentiary

because of the threat to social order posed by the "influx of criminal
elements" to the province, Cliver argues that "there is amazingly little
(evidence) to lend support to the thesis that Upper Canada was perceived to
be on the brink of social disorder or that the threat posed by deviant
populations required the resort to some harsh new regimen of social control."
In a similar vein, Oliver questions Beattie's (1977) claim that Upper
Canada's "criminal laws were designed primarily to protect property rather
than persons," and that sentencing offenders to hard labour in the
penitentiary was viewed by Upper Canadians as a more effective method of
achieving this end. Oliver argues that, while:this may have been so in
England, the basis for applying this judgement to Upper Canada is unclear.
Oliver also questions the suggestion, made by both Bellamo (1972) and Beattie
(1977), that "themen who shaped and adminidâmadthe laws" of Upper Canada
11

believed that crime was a "serious problem."
Oliver's account of the nove tcward penal reform in Upper Canada departs

significantly from the interpretations offered by other historians. The
feature that =et obviously sets his work apart is the attention he gives to
examining the emergence of the penitentiary within the context of other
coinciding developments in Upper Canadian correctional history, and the
development of other state-supported segregative institutions for dealing
with the deviant and dependent. In his account of the history of the district
jails of Upper Canada, Cliver (1984) points out that in the same years that
Upper Canadians began to move toward building a penitentiary, significant
efforts were being made to improve and reform the province's district jails.
The =1st significant feature of Oliver's unpublished (n.d) account is the
mention he makes of the crucial role played in the realm of institutional
refonnby the leading members of 'Upper Canada's Tbry governing elite, and the

likely reasons why they decided to give their support to building
institutions like the:penitentiary and the insane asylum.

Far &an beirbg motivated by the fear of growing social disorder, Oliver
suggests that the institutional reform efforts engaged in by Upper Canadian
Tories were more likely tied to the state of crisis that existed in relation
to the province's district jails, and the traditional paternalism of the Mary
governing elite. Accordingto Oliver, by-the 1830's it became obvious that
the district jails of Upper Canada were in need of drastic reform. Although
the district jails had for many years served, more or less adequately, as a
place of confinement and refuge for criminals, the poor, and the insane, the
massive influx ce immigrants to the province in the 1830's created a

situation where district magistrates no longer had sufficient political puffier

or taxing authority to deal with social welfare problems at the local level.
Faced with having to deal with this crisis, Oliver maintains that leading
members of the province's Tbry governing elite like Jeri Beverley Robinson2
and JohnViacaulay3 , whowere also always "staunch believers in the efficacy
of institutions, turned readily to the central state to provide power and
authority to effect necessary reforms." These reforms included undertaking
serious efforts at improving the conditions in district jails, leading the
effort to establiSh an asylum for the insane, andworking to establiSh a
penitentiary for dealingwith more hardened criminals. Mbet suggestively,
Oliver (n.d) claims that the governing elite's "willingness to resort to
large institutions financed largely by the state (owed) more to the
traditional values of 18th and 19th century Toryism than to incipient social
disorders of the 1830's."
The most distinctive feature of Oliver's account is the extent to which
it rests on an understanding of the dominant conservative ideology that
prevailed in Upper Canada throughout the period fraa the 1790's to the
1830's, and the crucial role played in ail aspects of the development of the
provinoe by mers of Upper Canada's powerfUl Tory governing elite. At a
mcm general theoretical level, Oliver's account lends support to the view

that in order to understand the why "Upper Canadians" moved toward reforming
the criminal law and building a penitentiary, one has to appreciate the
extent to which these developments reflected elements of higtggigel
continuity in the manner in which ter Canada's 'D ry governing elite thought
they should rafle over the province's population, and approach the task of
dealiej with different types of deviance and dependency. In the following

sections, attention is turned to showinghow having a knowledge of the
13

"paternalist sensibility° shared by neuters of the Upper Canadian Tory
governing elite alters our understanding of the factors that gave impetus to
the reform of the criminal law and the penitentiary.
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ilhe wee toward penal reform in Upper Canada in the 1830's cannot be

adequately understood without having a knowledge of the earlier sensibilities
that leading Upper Canadian Tories shared about the need for state coercive
control institutions, and thewisdam of supporting "humanitarian" reforms
aimed at improving the lot of the colonial population. The clearest evidence
of the sensibility that mbers of the Tory governing elite shared about need
for institutions exists in the form of a major criminal law reform statute
enacted in the province in 1800 ("An Act for the further introduction of the
criminal law of England in this province, and for the more effectual
punishment of certain offenders." 40 Geo. M r c. 1., 1800). TWo major
reforms brought aboutby thisActwere: the substitution of the sentence of
banishment for transportation, and the introdUction of alternatives to the
punishment of wburning in the hand," which was imposed an persons convicted
of a felcuy who pleaded benefit of clergy to avoid a harsher sentence. As an
alternative to this second "often disregarded and ineffectual" punishment,
the Act stated that in the future it wculd be lawfUl for the courts to impose
"a mcderate pecuniary fine" on the offender or sentence him or her to be
"eitherpublicly orprivatelyelippt (sic)." While:the legislation of 1800

authorized the use of new criminal punishments to deal with felony offenders,
it also contained the qualifying provision that "...nothing in this act
contained, shall abridge or deprive any court of the powers ncw vested in it
14

by law, of detaining and keeping in prison, for any time not exceeding one
year, or of committing to the house of correction or public workhouse, to be

kept to hard labor, for any time not less than sixmanths, or exceeding two
years, any sudh offender as aforesaid."
The wording of this statute reveals a great deal about the sensibility

that early Upper Canadian legislators (wào were immriablymenters of the
Upper Canadian Tory governing class) shared about the need for state coercive
control institutions. Most importantly, the wording of the Act of 1800
indicates that, even as early as this date, Upper Canadian legislators
recognized the need for purpose-built institutions to deal with criminals and
the recalcitrant poor. Specifically, the wording of the statute reveals that

legislators drew a clear distinction between "prisons," 'se main purpose
was that of simply detaining or "keeping" inmates, and "work-houses" and
"houses of correction," which, at least when in fullworking operation, had
the added feature of regpiring inmates to engage in "hard-labor." The idea

that institutions couldbe used to bring about the "moral reformation" of
inmates through forcing than to engage in "hard labour" was not a new idea to
Upper Canadians who lived in the 1830's. From the earliest years of the
province's existence, Upper Canadians were prepared to turn to the state to
develop coercive control institutions for dealingwith more troublesome forme
of deviance and dkpembancy. Although the authors of this early criminal law

reform statute recognized that the province could not yet support the
establishment of separate *prisons," *work-houses," and "houses of

correction," they clearly anticipated that these institutions would
eventuallybe built.

The
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of giving support toutommitailan" reforme had also long

been recognizedlby Upper Canada 's Tory leaders. As early as 1814, in his
"victory sermon" commemorating the end of the Napoleonic imars, the Reverend
John SILachan, who is.,leknown to have been one of the key figures of the
Tory governing elite throughout the period to the end of the 1830's, 4 pointed

to the need for countries to be ruled over by "enlightened and humane"
leaders who worked toward brirxjing about "wise reforms" aimed at improving
the condition of the nasses (Wise, 1972, 1974). Mbre specifically, in his

famous "victory sermon," Strachan pointed to the need for European monarchs,
whose armies had just put an end to the spread of "republican derircracy" fram
"atheistical France," to begin introducing pragmatic reforms aimed at raising
up "the lot of the lower classes," removing "oppressive systems of taxation,"
and "revising criminal codes" to rake them more just and humane. According to
Strachan, the outcome of the Napoleonic wars clearly showed "the most solid

improvements in the Science of governments" were obtainedby taking
"peaceable and gradual steps" taward political reform, and not Mby
revolutions" (cited in Wise, 1974: 280). John Beverley Rciainscn, John
Macaulay, and other leading Upper Canadian Tories shared a similar view of
the role that "enlightened and humane" leaders should play in giving support

to reforma aimed at improving the lot of thaseide were subject to their
rule. In light cf this knowledge of the common "paternalist sensibilite
about reform shared by leading members of the Upper Canadian Tory governing
elite, it is not surprising to find that they were the ones who led the move
tavard penal reform in Umer Canada in the 1830's.
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THE TORY DWELLS 10 MECUM: THE CRIMINAL IAN ANI) THE PENITENEIZIU
Contrary to the view shared by earlier historians of the penitentiary
(Baehre, 1977; Beattie, 1977; Taylor, 1979), H.C. Thomson was not the

"driving force behind the nove toward penal reform in the 1830's. Rathar, it
was leading members of the Tory governing elite, and in particular
Lieutenant-Governor Sir John Colborne and Chief Justice John Beverley
Robinson, who led the initiative undertaken to reform the criminal law and
establish a penitentiary.
The key role played by the Tory governing elite in the move tcward penal
reform is revealed in part in the specific timing of developments. Although
Thomson first introduced the idea of constructing a penitentiary to the Blouse
of Assembly in 1826 when he was still a "moderate Reformer" (Gundy, 1976:
215), it is significant that during the two years in whidi the Reform Party

of Upper Canada led ty William Lyon Mackenzie held a majority in the House of

Assembly from 1828 to 1830, no steps were taken to follow up cnlhanson's
motion. It was only after the election of 1830, which returned a majocrity of
Tories to the Assembly, that attention was again given to considering the

need for building a penitentiary. In the meantime, Thomson, utohad came to
deplore Mackenzie's bran of "radical" Reform politics, shiftedhis political
affiliation. By the opening of the eleventh parliament of Upper Canada, which
lasted fram 1830 to 1834, Uhcrascel had "became a consistent supporter of the
administration" (Gandy, 1976: 203).
The person who called upon legislature in 1830 to consider building a
penitentiary was Lieutenant-Governor Cblborne, natH.C. Thomson. In his
address to the House of Assembly at the opening of parliament inJanuary,
1830, Colborne "referred specifically to the need for a penàtentiary and
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expressed his hope that the Assembly would take steps to bring forward a
bill" (Gundy, 1976: 219; Colonial Advocate, February 18, 1830).
Significantly, it was only in response to Colborne's personal recommandation
and encouragement that, in the ensuing session of parliament, Thomson
introduced a motion calling upon the House of Assembly to provide funds for
building a provincial penitentiary. Mile earlier historians have tended to
accept Thomson's motion, and his subsequent report of 1831, as evidence of
his having led the move taward penal reform (cf. Baehre, 1977; Beattie, 1977;
Taylor, 1979), had they investigated the role played by members of the lbry
governing elite in the realm of penal reform more closely, they wmuldhave
arrived at very different conclusions about the impetus underlying the n ove
toward the reform of the criminal law and the penitentiary. Specifiaally,
thgywould have seen that the move toward penal reform in Upper Canada in the
1830's was intimately connected to, and in many ways aproduct of, the

traditional paternalim of the Tory governing elite.
The underlying conservative impetus toward penal refara is also revealed
in the fact that it was leading Upper Canadian Tories, the nmet significant
being Chief Justice John Beverley Robinson, who led in reforming the criminal
law. Robinson played a central role in the legislative process that led to
the enactment of legislation aimed at reducing the number of offences
punishable by capital punishment. This role included Robinson taking the lead
by introducing the capital punisIment bill in the Legislative Council, and
then, after it received the Legislative Council's stamp of approval,
forwarding the bill on to the House of Assembly (Brode, 1984: 184). It is
also very likely that it was Robinson himself who drafted the legislation
(Blackwell, 1981; 539-541).
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In addition to spearheading the enactment of the "Capital Punishment Act
of 1833," Robinson played an important role in informing Upper Canadians
about the new legislation. One of the clearest indications of this is the
charge he gave to the Grand Jury of the Home District Assizes the first time
it met following the introduction of the new law (Apper Canada. Statute 3d.
Wra. IV. Chap. 4. RELATING TO CAPTIAL OFFENCES: with an exposition of it

provisions, in a charge of Chief Justice Robinson, to the Grand Jury of the
Home District, 1833). In his charge to the Grard Jury, which was later
publiezed in the form of a twenty-two page essay for distribation to the

public, Robinson described at length the recent changes that had been made to
the criminal law, and the reasons why the government had decided to introduce
these changes. Although providing support for the view that Upper Canadians'
thinking about the need for criminal law refarrawas, greatly infLuenced by
developments thatwere occurring in England (Baehre, 1977; Beattie, 1977),
Robinson's account also provides evidence that the reform of the criminal law
in Upper Canada was very much a product of the traditional conservative

values sharedby the province's Tory governing elite.
In his charge to the Grand Jury of the Hane District, Robinson noted
thatIdaereas the criminal law of Upper Canada had remained essentiaLly the

same since 1800, many changes had been made in England to zaitigate the
severity of punishment. Hadever, the Chief Justice pointed out that while it
was "in imitation of this humane course" that the legislature of Upper Canada
proceeded to mitigate the severity of punishment, in actual fact, the
reformed criminal code of Upper Canada went "consickrablybeend the limits
whicidhave been set to the relaxation in England" (Ibid.: 22). According to

Robinson, one of the major reasons for this liberal "relaxation" in the
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severity of the criminal law of Upper Canada was the fact that the previous
law had never been closely followed. As evidence of this, he pointed out that
although over the years there had been "a great number of capital
convictions" registered for horse stealing, and other crimes, in so far as he
could remember "the number of cases in which the sentence of death has been
actually executed, has not exceeded forty, in the forty years that (had)
elapsed" since 1791 (Ibid.: 36). Robinscrizalmdbutedthis lenient application
of the criminal law, among other factors, to the wise and humane manner in
which judges like himself administeredithe law. Indeed, in the course of
offering his history lesson on the province's criminal law, Robinson pointed
out that:
...while the law stood on its former footing, as to the
severity of punishment which it PERMITTED, it has been so
carried into effect in this Province, that our criminal
law, as it has been actually adrainistered, will be found
not to have been undeserving of that character for
leniency, which in this sense has been conceded to the
criminal law of England, by the most enliebariallmen of
all countries. I mean that the innocent have found here
the same protection in the independence, patience and
humanity of juries, and speaking of mypredecesscrs, I
trust I may add, without indelicacy - in the impartiality
of the Je - while on the other hand, the guilty have
found same refuge in the merciful interposition of the
Crown, and have not actually paid the dreadfUl forfeit of
life, except for crimes which it is still deemed
necessary and justifiable to punish to death.
The decision to reform the criminal law was not simply a natter of
making an effort to "catch up" on the changes that had been made to the
criminal law of England. Rather, this decision was mare a product of the
traditional "paternalist sensibility" the Tory governing elite shared abcut
the need for the leaders of a nation to work toward bringir:g about wise and
prudent reforme. Although undeniably greatly influenced by develcments that
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were occurring in England, Upper Canadian penal reformers had their an
for wanting to reform the criminal law. )st indicatively, at the
reason end
of his discussion of why the government of Upper Canada had decided to enact
the "Capital Punishment Act of 1833," Rcbinson told the members of the Bane
District Grand Jury that:
This retrospect may appear to you neither
unsatisfactory nor uninteresting at this particular time,
when we are about to enter upcu the administration of a
system of criminal law, more lfmient in the letter, and
therefore ire ccngenial to the feelings of thcse Who se
duty it is to enforce it (Ibid.: 37).
In the years leadirg up to the reforms of 1833, Robinson also used his
charges to grand juries to express the reasons he supported the awe tadard
establishing a penitentiary. eatever the other purposes it might work to
fulfill, for Robinscn, the penitentiary was a necessary adjunct, or

--

corollary, to reforming the criminal law. For example, in his charge to the
Grand Jury of the Hane District Assizes at its sitting in May, 1832, Robinson
announced that:
It is with sincere pleasure that I congratulate you
on the first step being taken towards the fcundaticn of a
Penitentiary, or of such other establishment for the
employment and correction of ccnvicts, as the informaticn
which the Legislature has taken measures of obtaining,
shaLl shed to be nr st prcper.
Saxe institution of this kind it is really necessary
to provide, before much can be pradently done, for
mitigating the apparent rigor of cur criminal code
(Halitgel.L.E12ei., May 1. 1832 ) •
In his charge to the Grand Jury at the opening of the Home District
Assizes in October, 1832, Robinson informel the jurors of the progress that
had been made on the penitentiary since their last sitting, and outlined
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other reasons he felt that such an institution was needed (HaUsfiell,..lim

Press, November 6, 1832). Accordirg to Robinson, the nrst inportant other
reason for Wilding a penitentiary was that it praaised to offer a much more
"humane" way of dealizxj with criminal offenders than the current practice of
confining them in the miserable district jails. More specificaLly, Robinson
informed the Grand Jury that:
I have much pleasure in advertizxj to the prospect of the
speedy accomplishment of an object of much importame to
the well being of this Province; I mean the erection of a
Penitentiary, or the establishment of saxe public
institution, by whatever name it may be called, in which
convicts shaLl be received, and disposed of in such a
manner as may make their imprisonment less burthenscxoe to
the community, and at the same time, a punishment more
likely to be of service to themselves; for it cannot be
denied that, under the present system, inprisonment is
merely productive of unmixed misery to the convict. lhere
is nothing in it that can possibly lead to his
reformation, besides the mere sense of suffering which
his crime has produced. Unfortunately it has rot been
found that this has a very decisive effect in preventing
the repetition of offences, tut certainly whatever effect
it has, must be consider-ably increased if the convict be
made to spend his days in labor, instead of consuming
them in a profitless and unwholesome inactivity.
In sunning up his discussion of the reasons why Upper Canada needed a
penitentiary, Robinson told the Grand Jury of the Hane District that:
Policy and humanity both concur to recommend the
course upon which we are about to enter. We had the
advantage of a long experience with this system both in
England and the United States of America, to direct us;
and the Province we may hope will nod be fame rot
unequal to the experditure which the establishment mist,
in the first instance, unavoidably occasion.
The finding that stands cxit most from examining the penal reforms
initiated by Upper Canada's governing elite is how little they were motivated
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by a sense that crime was a serious problem, or that new penal measures were
urgently needed in order to deal with the problem. Indeed, a common theme
that runs through Upper Canadian newspaper accounts of crime and the
administration of justice in the 1830's, including those examined by earlier
historians (cf. Beattie, 1977) , is haw little "serious crime" there was, and
haw judges, in their frequently reported charges to grand juries, most often
accounted for any apparent increase in crime as being simply the result of
the increase in the population. While earlier historians have attempted to
explain the emergence of the penitentiary by arguing that Upper Canadians
nonetheless perceived that crime was on the increase (Bella, 1972) , or that
it was nonetheless still viewed as a "serious problem" (Beattie, 1977) , had
they taken into account evidence of elements

of

historical continuity in the

way Upper Canadians thcught about the institutions that were needed to exert
control over the deviant and dependent, they wculd have arrived at a far
different view' of why they decided to rove toward building a penitentiary.
At least fran the point of vie., of the Tbry governing elite crime was
not a peoblem that required striking new departures in penal practice in
order to be brought under control. The reason they did not view crime as a

serious problem was because they recognized the important role played by
less-coercive unon-staten agencies in working to peevent crime and other
troublesome forme of deviance and dependency from becoming a problem. Indeed,
for Tory penal reformers like Robinson and Macaulay, the effort to bring
about "humanitarian" reforme to the criminal law and build a penitentiary
went hand in hand with efforts to improve the *moral condition" of the
population through less-coercive "ncn-state" institutions and agencies.
Ihe fact that Tory penal reformers held this vied is most explicitly
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reflected in the charges they gave to grand juries in the years leading up to
the reforma of 1833. In his charge to the Grand Jury

of

the Court of King's

Bench in the Johnstown District at its sitting in August, 1831, Robinson
praised local residents for the fact that there were

"SO

few instances of

aggravated crimes," even while "the condition of society" was still to some
degree "fluctuating," and while the District had such a large population.
Moreover, just two years before the enactment of the "Capital Funishment Act
of 1833," Robinson remarked an hcmrwell the mgood ex
ampe"
l of religious
instruction, in canjuncticn with the wise and just administration of the
criminal law, were working to maintain the security and stability of society.
Indeed, Robinson informed residents

of

the Johnston District that:

There are, indeed a few, and but a few charges of a
serious nature to be investigated, and we should be
indulging in a very visionary expectation, if we are to
imagine that the best efforts of humanity can, ever
succeed in preserving a large society of men altogether
withcut offence. The prevalence of good example, the
effect of moral and religious instruction, and the
cERrAmpz rather than the sEvERrrz of ixmishment (through
the prompt and vigilant administration of justice) may
so far repress outrages and disorder as to afford, cn the
whole, satisfactory security for life and property, and
for 'whatever can be protected by law; and in this state I
trust the inhabitants of this District have new the
happiness to live (arsewillegtra, August 11, 1831) .
John Macaulay also recognized the important role that less-coercive
enon-state" agencies played in maintainiryg the security and stability of
society. In his charge to the Grand JUry of the Midland District Quarter
Sessions in April, 1832, Macaulay made similar praiseful remarks about the
relative absence of crime in the District, and the evident healthy state

of

public morality. Like Robinson, he felt that much of this was do to the
organized efforts being undertaken by local residents to improve the emoral
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condition" of their fellow citizens. Macaulay was particularly struck by the
dPcline in the level of public drunkenness in the District; which he in part
attributed to the efforts being pursued by recently establiàhed temperance
societies. Indeed, in the same year that he toured the narth-eastern United
States with B.C. Thomson to compile plans and estimates for building a
provincial penitentiary at Kingston, Macaulay informed the Midland District
Grand Jury that:
There appear to be more cases of assault fram the
country parts, on the present occasion, than usual, and
fewer frail the town. Taking the whole together, and
considering the extent and population of the district, we
may fairly say that though the numbers of our population
have rapidly increased, and though the class of transient
residents have also increased, offences have not
multiplied in the same degree. Bence it may be inferred
that public morals are improving. Indeed my awn perscnal
observations, so far it goes, leads ne to ccnsider such'
is decidedly the fact; for I have by no meanawitnessed
so many instances of the effects of intemperance in our
streetswithin the last twmlve mcnths as in former times;
and as that vice is the fruitful parent of crime,
wherever it prevails. I think I am correct in regarding
the diminieual frequency of indulgence in it gratifying
evidence of the improving state of public morals. The
natural prcgress of society, it is to te hcped. - would
gradually lead in the course of time to the general
suppression of inbamerate habits an
the people.
Education, common sense, and the admonitions of Holy
Writ, ail conspire to produce the result; which however,
pœccises fanato be hastenalldy the pcwerful efforts of
public associations having inview that laudable end
(Brockville Gazette, April 25, 1832).
The decision to build an Auturn-model penitentiary in Upper Canada was
clearly a decision that was made by Tory governing elite. In additicn, it is
clear that leading Tory penal reformers intended the penitentiary to serve as
a ozerplernentari mechanism of control, rather than as an alternative to etat
were perceived to be earlier "outracded" and "ineffective" ways of preventing
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and controlling deviance and dependency. %b ile John Beverley Robinson and
John Macaulay only aLlude to this in their charges to various grand juries,
there is a wealth of historical evidence pointing to the fact throughout the
period to the mid-1830's prominent. Upçer Canadian Itéries assumed a leadirbg
role in organized efforts that were undertaken to brin g about the "moral
upliftirxj" of the population through education and religious instruction
(Sroandych, 1989: 303-341). Moreover, it has also been shown that in exactly

the same years that they began =wing toward reforming' the criminal law and
building a penitentiary, the Tory governing elite also began offering
financial support to "private" benevolent societies that would enable them to
continue their efforts at providing for the "worthy poor," and working to
prevent the spread of pauperism (Ibid.: 271-302). Far from their having been
activated to build a penitentiary cut of a fear of gradin social disorder
(Bellow, 1972), or the perceived need for strikirxj
practice (Beattie, 1977),

nog

departures in penal

mbers of the Tory governing elite siaply viewed

it as another rechanisra that could be employed to mainta.in a "well-ordered"
society. However, it is significant that wh ile prominent Upper Canadian
Tories like Robinson and Macaulay felt that having a penitentiary in which
convicts could be usefully employed waald be good for both criminal offenders
and society, there were many Upper Canadians who did not share this view.
THE

PaLrrics

OF PENAL REFORM: THE WICEME OF OPEO6TrICII TO THE PENTIENMARY

As in the case of many of the other undemocratic policy decisions made
by province's governing elite, the decision to Wild a penitentiary at
Kingston aroused considerable public debate. Hcwever, unlike many other
policy decisions made by the Tory governing elite during its long reign over
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the province, the decision made to build a penitentiary at Kingston was not
an issue that divided Upper Canadians strictly along ideological and
political lines. Wh ile same leading Reformers at least initially supported
the n ove, same of the province's leading Tbries, with the notable exception
of those who resided at Kingston, were vehemently opposed.
The study of the politics of penal reform in the 1830's provides further
evidence of the inadequacy of earlier accounts of the emergence of the
penitentiary in Upper Canada. First, it provides further evidence of the fact
that Upper Canadians did not vie ti crime to be a serious problem, and that
they did not feel that new departures in penal practice were urgently needed
in order to deal with the problem. Secondly, it shows that Upper Canadians,
including even the most enthusiastic Kingston penal reformers, were not
=winced that tuildingapenitentiary based on the Auhnn model would work
to reduce the level of crime, or that an institution built an this ncdel
would eventually be self-sufficient. Thirdly, the study of the politics of
penal reform provides evidence of the added insight that can be gained
through addressing the question of who apposed the move toward building the
Kingston penitentiary, and what was the outcome cf this opposition.
One indication of the fact that Upper Canadians were not convinced of
the "urgent" need for a penitentiary is the initial Gepositian there was to
Thomson's motion of 1830, in which he called upon the House of Assembly to
pass a bill authorizing the spending of fUnds to beginimarkon a
penitentiary. In February, 1830, the Colonial Advocate reported at length on
the discussion that took place in the Hcuse of Assœbly over nit. Thomson's
notion for a penitentiary" (Colonial AdVocate, February 18, 1830). The .

individuals who spoke on the notion included the Speaker of the Houe, the
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Reformers William Lyon Mackenzie and Peter Perry, and Thomas Dalton, a Tory
nember of the Assembly and the editor of the York alpaçt. In spelling out
his reasons for not suppoŒting Utonson's notion, the Speaker of the House
said "he would support the bill if we had the neans of carrying its
provisions into execution." The Speaker agreed that "it was very important
that the sentenoe of the law shculd be carried out in this country, if we had
any prcper made of punishnent, for crime was increasing, and it wczuld
increase: with the population." However, he said that "he would not vote for
it at present because he thought there was not (axxIgh) money an hand to
carry its provision into effect."
Peter Perry, the Reforra member for Lennox and Addingtcn, also opposed
the notion because he felt "there was not the neans to pay far it." He noted

that the House of Assembly had already been "called upon to improve the roads
and bridges for the inprovement of the country", but that it did not have the

neans to pay for these either. The nenber for Lenz= and Addington further
pointed out that the House had also recently been called upcn to provide
"25,000 pounds far the Welland Canal and for other Imposes, for which, the
finances of the Country were not suf ficient." Perry acknowleiged that he was
aware that there was a prospect that the province's revenue situation might
improve "in the course of a few years" as a result of the recent promise made
by "His Majesty's government" to increase operating funds to the province,
and that if this happen, he would be prepared to vote in favour of Thomson's

notion.
William Lyon Mackenzie also initially favoured the idea of building a

pemitentiary. Hadever, he said the he "had lived long enough to know" not to
count on the "Mother Country" to came up with funds that could be used by the
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Hbuse of Assembly to brin about needed changes in the province. Mackenzie

suggested that, rather than waiting to see whether the British government
would provide more operating revenue, the House of Asserlibly should try to
raise a "small ele in order to enable work to begin on building both a
penitentiary and a "House of Refuge." Mackenzie favoured the idea of building
a penitentiary because he recognized that "(o) ne of the greatest safeguards
of our lives, liberty, and property, is the absence of crime; and (that) the

present mode of prison discipline was not calculated to prevent it." His main
reason for wanting to build a MHouse of Refuge" was that he recognized that
an alternative was needed to the current practice of using the district jails
as multi-purpose institutions, and because he had heard that " (c)rime had

greatly diminiehed since the erection of 'buses of Refuge in New York and
Philadelphia." Although Mackenzie felt there was not enough mcney presently
available: to support 'Manson 's motion, he thought that "(a) Penitentiary and
(a) House of Refuge for the Province could be begun and we could spare a

little yearly towards finishing them."
Like the leading Reformers who spoke an the natter, Thomas Dalton said
that while he also felt mwell disposed towards the measure" proposed by
Thomson, he could no t vote in favour of granting the sum asked for under the
present circumstances. However, Dalton agreed that if it turned out that "His
Majesty' s government" came through with its promise of increasing the
province's operating revenue, he would be willing to support Thomson's
motion. In addition, he said he hoped that as soan as more: money was made
available that steps would be taken to develop "national system" of
"elementary and general education" along the lines of the one being developed
in the United States.
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The initial pragmatic opposition voiced against Thamson's motion
indicates that, at least in 1830, nesters of the Ise of Assembly did not
feel that the construction of a penitentiary should be made a legislative
priority. While Thcmson's report of 1831 was eventually acted upon, the
decision made to build a, penitentiary at Kingston was neither the product of
a widespread belief that crime was beccming a "serious problem," nor that of
a widely shared view that constructing a penitentiary would work to solve the
problem. Indeed, one of the most significant findings that stems from the
study of the politics of penal reform in the 1830's is how divided Upper
Canadians were over the question of whether a penitentiary was really the
answer to the problem of crime.
Althoughboth, Reformers and Tories in the House of Assembly initially

favoured the idea of building a penitentiary, this consensus of opinion was
short-lived. By 1833, Upper Canadians were embroiled in a heated debate aver
the decision made to build a, penitentiary at Kingston. While involving a, much
broader segment of the population (Palmer, 1980), it is significant that part
of this debate was fouet cut among prcminent Upper Canadian Tories, the most
aggressive contenders being the editors of the Tory press atengston and
York.
The debate fought out in the Tory press was sparked by a letter that

James Buchanan, the British consul at New York, wrote to Lieutenant-Governor
Colborne inliarch, 1833. In bis letter, Buchanan outlined his vis on the
operation of penitentiaries in the United States, andwarned Cblborne about
%tat the government of Upper Canada could expect if it went ahead with its
plan to build a provincial penitentiary. Buchanan also sent a copy of his
letter to Thomas Dalton, who published it on the front page of the York
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Patriot on April 5, 1833.
Buchanan informel Colborne that he had written his letter out of "deep
interest" in the welfare of Upper Canadians and his serions concern about the
recent appropriation that had been made by the legislature to build a "State
Prison" in the province. He said that his conclusions about the operation of

penitentiaries were based on fourteen years of obsarvim how they worked in
the United States, as well as an the formal investigation ha carried out an
American penitentiaries at the request of the British government. In light of
the information he had on the type of penitentiary system that was being
proposed for Upper Canada, Buchanan felt it was his duty to warn Upper
Canadians that:
...the introduction of this systeat will prove a great
evil to the Province; a continually absorbing gulf of
expenditure; that the funds it wiLl from year to year
require, independent of the crime it will generate would
be sufficient to carry railroads from cne end of the
province to the other. I beg leave thus to record ray
testimony against the introdwtion of this system, and to
warn my fellow subjects and all possessors of property
that they are laying an egg 'elith wiLl produce a monster,
that will absorb the taxes which we or our children must
Pale.
Buchanan directed numerous specific criticisms at the marner in which
penitentiaries operated in the United States. First, he pointed out that
unless irgrates were separated front each other twenty-four hours a day,
penitentiaries simply became a place for criminaLs to learn more about crime.
Buchanan remarked that penitentiaries in the United States were well-known
for being "Schools of Vice" that worked "to furnish inmates for the State
Colleges; of Crime, where villainy attains its highest degree." Another major
problem with penitentiaries was the fact that they ended up being filled by
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inmates whoworked at trades that put than in direct competition with "the
honest mechanic" who had to depend "on his own labor to sustain his family."
In addition, Buchanan argued that, far fram prefamble inmates, the fact of

their being sentenced to inprisonment at hard labour had the effect of so
terribly stigmatizing irxlividuals that, even if they happened to learn a
trade, they would never be able practice their trade, or "be admitted among
respectable mechanics," once they got out of prison. According to Buchanan,

while "escaping the gallows" or having been found guilty of killing one's
fen:Fe/man "may, be overlooked," "havingr been in a state prison or
penitentiary is a degree of degradation not to be purged, and clings to the
third and fourth generation." Just as seriously, Buchananwanned Colborne
that one had to be skeptical of the claims made by advocates of the
penitentiary because they were often motivated more by their own economic
interests, than a sincere belief in the effectiveness of the convict labour
system in "reforming" criminal offenders. Indeed, Buchanan informed the
Lieutenant-Governor that:
...I do not presume to say cases may not have arisen, nor
do I question the persuasion which prevails in the minds
of those who have stated cases of reformation (ware) the
effect of prison discipline; tut I have not yet fcund a
clear decided case of amendment and restoration to
society, while my inquiries have been incessant among the
advocates of the system. The principle holds good in both
hemispheres that ail advocates for, gainers by, and
offloers connecbadwith an institution, cheerfully award
praise:where a portion is sure to be reflected an
themselves, or that upholds an institution that affords
patronage or gain.
Of all the problems he identified, Buchanan said that his major concern

was that building penitentiaries diverted attention away from efforts at
preventing crime. Buchanan argued that it was a wasteful exercise spending
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huge amounts of money attempting to reform criminal offenders - which was
rarely if ever successful - when this money cculd be better usai supporting
institutions that worked to prevent crime. In particular, he pointai cut hew
important it was to support "Sunday Schools" and other "public institutions
of religion" that were ccncerned with "training up the rising generation in a
regard for the lord's day, and acovaintance with the Holy Scriptures." In

summing the major reascn he felt obligated to warn Upper Canadians about
going ahead with building a penitentiary, Buchanan stated that:
My great anxiety is to endeavcur to arrest the
misdirection of public funds, and exertions of the
benevolent fron making provision for criminals, to
measures having inview the prevention of crime, and
awaken sympathy an behalf of those an the edge of the
pit, instead of such liberal provision for those who have
already fallen into it (Patriot, April 5, 1833).

The publication of Buchanan's letter added strength to the opposition

that was growing over the decision made to build a penitentiary at Kingston.
By the fall of 1833, local Kingston mechanics, backed by both Refonners and
Tbries from outside Kingston, were openly campaigning to stqp the

penitentiary frcm being built (Palmer, 1980). In December, 1833, local
Kingston opponents of the penitentiary gathered over 500 signatures an a
petition they sent to Iieutenant-GovernorCOlborne, in which they spelled out
their reasons forwanting to see the project stqpped. Specifically, these
petitioners shared the 'view that:
...if a Penitentiary should go into cçeration, under the
system of manufactory, it will have a tendency th Ixring
the labor of rogues in ccupetitianwith that of honest
men, and ldy the greater facilities in manufactery tend
ultimately to drive frcm this Town the most valuable and
industricus portion of its inhabitants: That while the
population of the Province has been of late years greatly
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on the increase, the diminution of crime has been in like
proportion affording a just criterion that the
establishment ce a Penitentiary is not called for; That
your Petitioners are of opinion that Treadmills,
adjoining to the District Jails, Idould amply suffioe for
a purposes of useful correction, and could be erecbad for
a trifling expense (Public Archives of Canada: Upper
Canada, Prcvincial Secretary's Correspondenoe Files, PG 5
B3 vol. 7, 1833).
In weeks following this petition the debate over the penitentiary
reached its height in the Tory press. Mile the editor of the local Kingston
Chronicle and Gazette took up the cause of defending "the system of
manufactory" proposed for the penitentiary (December 21, 1833; December 28,
1833; January 4, 1834; January 18; 1834), the editor of the York Patriot

stood firmly behind the Kingstœmechanics and their cçposition to convict
labour (December 24, 1833; January 7, 1834; February 7, 1834). On December
24, the Patriot published a response to the Chronicle's defence of the

penitentiary, inelich it made its viewS abundantly clear. Acknowledging the
debt he aged to the informat1cn provided by Buchanan, the editor of the
Patriot stated that:
We ocnsider the mavement of the 14aelmaims of
Kingston as indicative of a great advance in =Ira].
intelligence. Penitentiariee have been fcund in the
United States "a splend1d failure", no human effort can
resuscitate their reputation, and it is mrthing
complimmtarytaward the Legislature that it has
consented to put an the case of rags of the States. They
will doubtless still continue for a time to be lauded in
books, pamphlets and newspapers like the dogmas of
drawling sectaries, because there are so «many-to uphold
them to -Whom they are a source of profit; but to need
besides, is American prison discipline other than an
ctject of scorn and derision and di9gust. If as the
Kingston Chrcnicle assumes (there is) an argument in
favour of Penitentiaries...wale:mid ask if their source
of information be any better than those of the British
Consul who bas resided on the spot for more than 20
years, and taken special pains to inform himself an the
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subject, by order and for the information of the British
government.
In response to the claim made in the Chronicle that the penitentiary
would work to brin about the "moral reformation,/ of convicts, the Patriot
stated that:
As for "reforming" your penitentiary gentry it is aLl
fixe: how many have ever been reformed? and as to the
punishment of criminaLs, what punishment can be deemed
when it is notorious that many industrious mechanics
cœrnit petty crimes for the purpose of procuring a
maintenance in the jail which the blighting system has
prevented him from cbtainirbg outside the prison walls.
In its following issue, the Chronicle responded to the accusations made
in the Patriot by criticizing it for having copied its line of arguwent frcra
the Colonial Advocate and other "papers of an infidel character," while
ignorirbg that "the great body of the American press and people are in favor
of penitentiaries as now carried ciit." However, in a saneutat more
conciliatory manner, the editor of the Chronicle went on in his response to
admit that even those who supported the nove toward tuildieg a penitentiary
based on the Auburn =del recognized that there was no guarantee that it
would work to reduce crime. In an atterpt to bring the debate over the
penitentiary to a nutually agreeable end, he conceded that:
We would by no means arrogate to ourselves as the Patriot
intimates, the exclusive right of treating on the affairs
of Kingston, nor are we "cuite so sage" as rot to
acknowledge that the Patriot may feel., and always feel a
warm interest in the 'Itwn of Kingston, and be able to
defend her interests, as he has done before, with
fidelity and ability: yet we have rot been prepared to
admire a useless and pernicious crusade against
Penitentiaries, as that they be held up as objects of
"scorn, derision and disgust", before they have even had
a trial, nor should we like to have any attempt made at a
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distance, to set our Tbwnsmen by the ears, to no purpose
and merely to serve the notions of an individual. We
consider, as we have said before, the Penitentiary to be
a Provincial institution, and no individual whims,
hobbies, or opinions should be suffered to thwart its
object. The right of a prison, of course, remains
urxicubted; but let us try, before we condemn (Kingston
Chronicle and Gazette, December 28, 1833).

The response ce the Patriot to this peace overture was no doubt found
less compromising than the one that leading Kingston Tbry advocates of the
penitaltilulrImbd hoped for. On February 7, 1834, the Patriot published
another stinging attack on the penitentiaryproject, in lohich Thomas Dalton
ironically noted how "admirable" it was "to see the coolness with which we

are told in the papers, that the Penitentiary at Kingston is to cost 56,000
(pounds) and that jailers, and turnkeys, and masons have been engaged in
Anerica at great expense to superintend the perfection of this insane
conception." Hadever, he concluded that it was even still not too Iate to

reverse the nistake. Specifically, he recommended that:
Let cxx legislature pause, ere it aim a deadly blow
at civil liberty, and the prosperity of the nrst valuable
c.lass of œr population. It is not too late to
retrograde, a fed pounds of Gunpowder will efface the
shame of the Province, and half the money that was
required for the Penitentiary, will build FIFIY CHURCHES,
OR A HUMPED SCHOOLS ND 'IHE RESIDUE %VOID HANESOMELY
!!
ENDCW 'I1 U!
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ŒtICEDSICIIS

Given the vehement opposition there was to building an Auburn-model
penitaryUpe
Canada, one might well ask why was Kingston project
ever campleted. One most probable reason was the simple fact that the power
of those who wanted to see the penitentiary built outweighed the power of the
forces of opposition. In the mid-1830's, the Tory governing elite of Upper
Canada still had firm control over the province. At the same time, the
leading Kingston Tory advocates of the penitentiary - John Macaulay and H.C.
Thomson - had an ideological and personal vested interest in seeing the
project completed. John Macaulay was clearly the most important figure behind
the construction of the penitentiary. In his role as one of the Commissioners
appointed to oversee the project, Macaulay assumed the lead in working to
ensure that the penitentiary was built to conform to the Auburn model (Public
archives of Ontario; Macaulay Papers, Win. Pers, Deputy Keeper, State Prison
Auburn to.J.W. Macaulay, February 20, 1833, May 11, 1833; B.C. Smith,
Chaplain, State Prison Auburn to J.W. Macaulay, March 12, 1833, Mardi 13,
1833). Ube seriousness with which Macaulay took up his appointment no doubt

had a great deal to do with his 'profound conviction that proper
institutions, whether they be constitutional, religious, or educational,
could not only control conduct but transform men into persons as saber,
sour d, and respectable as himself" (Wise, 1976: 202). Forla.C. Thomson, the
rewardswere even more personal. One of the reasons that Thomson recommended

that the provincial penitentiary be built at Kingston was thathe wanted to
be the first penitentiarywarden in Upper Canada, and if he had not died in
1834, it is almost certain that he wculd have (Public:Archives of Canada:

Upper Canada, Provincial Secretary's Correspondence Files, E 35 Cl, vol. 1;
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H.C. Thanscn to Lt. Col. Rowan, transmitting a copy of the proposed Act for

the government of the Penitentiary and applying for the appointment of Warden
of the Penitentiary, Kingston, Oct. 10, 1833; Gundy, 1976: 219).

While these factors undoubtedly contributed in part to the completion of
the Kingston penitentiary, there was one other factor that made it a

certainty. As Garland (1985) has shown to have been the case with changes in
dcmiinant mechanisms of control in early- twentieth century in England, the

acceptance of the penitentiary among Upper Canadians living in the 1830's was
in part the result of conflict and compromise between the advocates of reform
and theircmonents. Owing to the widespread opposition there was to

establishing a penitentiary system that threatened the livelïhood of "honest
mechanics," Kingston Tbry advocates of the penitentiary made concessions to
"anti-Penitentiary" Kingston tradesmen and their supporters. By Mardi, 1834,
the editor of the Kingston Chronicle and Gazette, writing on behalf of the

penitentiary's supporters, had came around to accepting theview that
"convict labour shall never be instituted so as to cause injury to honest
mechanics." In a further effort to dampen opposition to the penitentiary, it
was agreed that "in no case...should (the) products of prison labour be sold
below current prices, and each section of the province should receive its
appropriate share of the goods" (Kingston Chronicle and Gazette, Mardi 8,
1834, Mardi 22, 1834; Palmer, 1980: 13). It was only after these commitments

were made that opponents of the penitentiary ended their campaign.
Although a case cculd be made for the argument that a penitentiary would
have been built in Ueper Canada regardless of either the long-standing

"paternalist sensibility" about reform shared by the province's Tory
governing elite, or the presence or absence of the above described
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opposition, the specific direction taken by penal reform developments that
occurred in the province would have been mudh different had it not been for
these factors. Had it not been for the initiative taken by the Tory governing
elite and the personal interest taken in the project by leading Kingston Tory
penal reformers, the penitentiarywould not have been established when it
was. On the other hand, had the forces of opposition prevailed over the
advocates of the penitentiary, the subsequent history of corrections in Upper
Canada and later Ontario leuld likely have been much different. Indeed, if
this apposition had not been overcome, it might not have been until many
years later, after the "Treadmine , had either worn out or been found
insufficient for the "purposes of useful correction," that Upper Canadians
wouldiume endorsed the idea of building a penitentiary.

1.

Peter Oliver is a leadirxj Ontario historian who has been engaged for
several years in undertaking a major study of the history of clorrections
in Ontario for the province's Ministry of COrrectional Services.
Although Professor Oliver's researdh is still in progress, he kindly
allowed me to read and make notes from the early manuscript chapters of
his forthcoming book on the subject. The following presentation of
Oliver's arguments draw on this manuscript and his 3.984 published
account of the history of Upper Canadian district jails.

2.

John Beverley Robinson was born in Berthier, Lower Canada in 1791. He

was the son of a Virginia loyalist who had came to the province with his
family after the American Revolution. Although his father's death led to
the impoverishment of his imeadiate family, Robinson was fortunate in
gaining the interest and concern of prcminent citizens in his education
ard professional future; the wet notable: being the Chief Justice of the
province, William aimer Powell. During his youth Robinson was a student
at John Stradhan's elitist Cornwall Grammer School. He subsequently went
on to become a key figure in the province's Tbry governing elite. 'hile
still a law student, at twenty-one, Robinson was appointed as
acting-Attorney-General for Upper Canada, and later held the positions
of elected }buse of Assembly member, Legislative and EXecutive
Councillor, Solicitor General and Attorney General. In 1828 he was
appointed as the Chief Justice of Upper Canada (Brode, 1984; Sauniers,
n.d)
3.

In addition to being a prominent Kingston *pry office holder and
merchant, John Macaulay was for many years "the chief organ of TOry
(nawspaper) opinion in the province" (Wise, 1976: 190). Along with two
other prominent Kingston Tories, from 1818 to 1832 he was the owner and
editor of the Ithxjs ton
glronicl

4.

John Stxachan is widely recognized by historians has havirg been one of
the key figures of the provincial governing elite. Before arriving in
Upper Canada in 1799, Strachan was trained as a teacher and Anglican
minister in Scotland. In 1803 he established a granter school at
Cornwall, which for many years remained the institution "here most of
the figures who would go on to become members of the province's
governing elite received their primary education. Within a few years of
arriving in the province, Strachan also became the Archdeacon of the
Anglican Church in Upper Canada. For more than two decades he also
served as an Executive Councillor and member of the legislative Council,
thus exerting a considerable influence over succeeding
Lieutenant-Governor's (Brode, 1984; Craig, n. d.; Fraser, 1979; Spragge,
1975; Wise, 1972, 1974).
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